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ABSTRACT

Context. Top-of-atmosphere (TOA) cosmic-ray (CR) fluxes from satellites and balloon-borne experiments are snapshots of the solar
activity imprinted on the interstellar (IS) fluxes. Given a series of snapshots, the unknown IS flux shape and the level of modulation
(for each snapshot) can be recovered.
Aims. We wish (i) to provide the most accurate determination of the IS H and He fluxes from TOA data alone; (ii) to obtain the
associated modulation levels (and uncertainties) while fully accounting for the correlations with the IS flux uncertainties; and (iii) to
inspect whether the minimal force-field approximation is sufficient to explain all the data at hand.
Methods. Using H and He TOA measurements, including the recent high-precision AMS, BESS-Polar, and PAMELA data, we
performed a non-parametric fit of the IS fluxes JIS

H, He and modulation level φi for each data-taking period. We relied on a Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) engine to extract the probability density function and correlations (hence the credible intervals) of the
sought parameters.
Results. Although H and He are the most abundant and best measured CR species, several datasets had to be excluded from the
analysis because of inconsistencies with other measurements. From the subset of data passing our consistency cut, we provide ready-
to-use best-fit and credible intervals for the H and He IS fluxes from MeV/n to PeV/n energy (with a relative precision in the range
[2−10%] at 1σ). Given the strong correlation between JIS and φi parameters, the uncertainties on JIS translate into ∆φ ≈ ±30 MV
(at 1σ) for all experiments. We also find that the presence of 3He in He data biases φ towards higher φ values by ∼30 MV. The
force-field approximation, despite its limitation, gives an excellent (χ2/d.o.f. = 1.02) description of the recent high-precision TOA H
and He fluxes.
Conclusions. The analysis must be extended to different charge species and more realistic modulation models. It would benefit from
the AMS-02 unique capability of providing frequent high-precision snapshots of the TOA fluxes over a full solar cycle.
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1. Introduction

H and He interstellar (IS) fluxes are the most abundant species
in the cosmic radiation. The low-energy part of their spectrum
(MeV/n to GeV/n) is responsible for ionising the interstel-
lar medium (ISM; Webber 1987; Nath & Biermann 1994;
Webber 1998; Nath et al. 2012) and molecular clouds (e.g.
Padovani et al. 2009). They also interact with the ISM to pro-
duce light LiBeB isotopes (Reeves 1970; Meneguzzi et al. 1971;
Vangioni-Flam et al. 2000; Prantzos 2012) and nuclear γ-rays
(Meneguzzi & Reeves 1975; Lingenfelter & Ramaty 1977;
Ramaty et al. 1979; Kozlovsky et al. 2002; Tatischeff & Kiener
2004). Uncertainties on the low-energy IS flux shape affect all
these quantities (Indriolo et al. 2009). The high-energy part of
the IS flux (from GeV/n to PeV/n) is involved in the secondary
production of γ-rays, neutrinos, antiprotons, and positrons
(Strong et al. 2007). In particular, the hint at an energy break
at hundreds of GeV energy (Ahn et al. 2010; Adriani et al.
2011; Ackermann et al. 2014), now confirmed by the AMS-02
collaboration (Aguilar et al. 2015a,b), must be accounted for as
it affects the number of secondaries created (Donato & Serpico
2011; Lavalle 2011). All these observables underline the neces-
sity of a description as accurate as possible of the H and He IS
fluxes over a wide energy range.

A standard approach is to rely on top-of-atmosphere (TOA)
data and simultaneously fit the IS flux parameters and solar mod-
ulation parameters (Garcia-Munoz et al. 1975; Casadei & Bindi
2004; O’Neill 2006; Shikaze et al. 2007)1. At the crossroad
of cosmic-ray and solar physics, these data give a unique
perspective on the IS fluxes and the 22-year modulation cy-
cle related to solar activity. The difficulty is that we do not
know which solar modulation model (and parameters) to ap-
ply, but these models can be tested with high-statistics TOA
data. We restrict ourselves in the present work to the simple
force-field approximation (Gleeson & Axford 1967, 1968; Perko
1987; Boella et al. 1998), which, despite some limitations (e.g.
Caballero-Lopez & Moraal 2004), is still widely used in the
literature owing to its simplicity; it depends on a single free
parameter φ(t).

Uncertainties on the IS fluxes translate into uncertainties
on the solar modulation parameters. For instance, dark mat-
ter interpretations of the antiprotons and positrons fluxes are

1 Variations on this approach are to use IS fluxes obtained from
cosmic-ray propagation codes (e.g. Putze et al. 2011), and/or the sparser
radial-dependent CR data (Burger et al. 2000; Langner et al. 2003;
Webber & Higbie 2009) in the context of more realistic modulation
models.
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sensitive to φ uncertainties (e.g. Lavalle et al. 2014; Giesen et al.
2015). In general, there is no consensus on the required modu-
lation level for a given data set and no consistency (of method
and assumptions) between the various evaluations of φ pro-
vided by different experimental teams (see the discussion in
Maurin et al. 2014), which is problematic. Also directly re-
lated to the correlation between the IS flux and modulation
level is the difficulty of establishing reliable and consistent
modulation time-series from ground-based detector count rates
(Usoskin et al. 2011) and/or from the concentration of cos-
mogenic radionuclides in ice cores (Webber & Higbie 2003;
Herbst et al. 2010). As underlined in several studies, the use
of several IS flux parametrisations (Garcia-Munoz et al. 1975;
Burger et al. 2000; Langner et al. 2003; Webber & Higbie 2003,
2009; O’Neill 2006; Shikaze et al. 2007) leads to shifts of these
time series up to ∆φ ∼ ±200 MV (e.g. Maurin et al. 2015). This
motivates us even more to find a better characterisation of the
IS flux, modulation level, and of the correlations between these
parameters. The recent publication of high-precision data from
PAMELA (Adriani et al. 2014), BESS-Polar (Abe et al. 2016),
and AMS-02 (Aguilar et al. 2015a,b) is also a strong incentive
to repeat and improve on the procedure of extracting these quan-
tities from TOA CR data.

In Sect. 2 we describe the use of spline fit functions (in
lieu of less flexible parametrisations previously used in the
literature) to achieve a non-parametric determination of the
H and He fluxes2. A simple χ2 analysis is then used to se-
lect the subset of CR TOA data passing a consistency crite-
rion. In Sect. 3 we replace the χ2 analysis by a Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) exploration of the parameter space to
obtain the credible intervals (CIs) and correlations between
IS flux and modulation parameters. We also compare our re-
sults to the recent low-energy Voyager data, which are con-
sidered to be a direct probe of the local IS fluxes (Stone et al.
2013; Webber & Higbie 2013; Webber et al. 2013a,b), and to
the indirect observation of IS fluxes in the direction of molec-
ular complexes from Fermi-LAT γ-ray data (Neronov et al.
2012; Kachelrieß & Ostapchenko 2012; Yang et al. 2014; Strong
2015), before concluding in Sect. 4. The short Appendix A in-
vestigates possible systematic effects on the φ determination that
are due to deuteron and 3He contamination in H and He fluxes
(Appendix A.1), or when using TOA data obtained from long
data-taking periods (Appendix A.2).

2. Methodology

To perform the analysis, the modulation model, the parametri-
sation of the IS flux, and the set of CR TOA data used for the
minimisation must be specified. In this section, we present our
setup, emphasising on the improvements made with respect to
previous studies.

2.1. Modulation: force-field approximation

The simplest modulation model to link unmodulated (IS) to
modulated (TOA) quantities is the force-field approximation

2 Throughout the paper, we refer indifferently to p or H to denote the
proton flux; see discussion in Appendix A.1.

(Gleeson & Axford 1967, 1968):
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=
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× JIS
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)
,

where E is the total energy, p the momentum, and J ≡ dJ/dEk/n
is the differential flux per kinetic energy per nucleon Ek/n. This
model has a single free parameter φ(t), whose dimension is
rigidity.

2.2. Analysis and χ2

The approach to break the degeneracy between JIS and φ is to si-
multaneously fit s different snapshots {t1 . . . , ts} of the same CR
species N j and/or n different CR species {N1 . . . , Nn} at the same
ti. In the former approach, we benefit from sampling the same IS
flux at the cost of one additional modulation parameter per snap-
shot: depending on the data precision and the periods used, ide-
ally both high and low solar activity periods, the degeneracy is
mostly lifted, although some significant uncertainties can remain
(e.g. Maurin et al. 2015). In the second approach, the modulation
level φ(ti) is now the quantity sampled several times by differ-
ent species, each new species requiring several additional shape
parameters: the benefit is that species with different Z/A (e.g.
proton and helium) are differently modulated, even in the simple
force-field approximation (see Eq. (1)). More generally, species
with different charges (e.g. electrons and positrons) can probe
different modulation models as a dependence on Z is expected
for example in drift modulation models (see Potgieter 2013, for
a review).

The χ2 for a simultaneous fit over the TOA flux snapshots ti,
with several possibly measured species N j(i) at this ti, and over
all Ek(i, j) energy bins measured, is given by

χ2 =
∑

ti

∑
N j(i)

∑
Ek(i, j)

(
JTOA(JIS

j , φi, Ek) − datai jk

)2

σ2
i jk

, (2)

where the free parameters are the IS flux parameters for each
species and the modulation parameters per TOA flux snapshot.
The three cases considered in this study all involve fits over dif-
ferent snapshots {t1 . . . , ts} for

– p data only,
– He data only, and
– p and He data simultaneously.

The last option enables checking the consistency of the modu-
lation levels derived with the values obtained from the separate
species analysis (see Sect. 3).

2.3. Non-parametric IS flux: splines

Fits of the IS fluxes in the literature are mostly based on sim-
ple power laws in total energy (e.g. O’Neill 2006; Yang et al.
2014) or rigidity (e.g. Shikaze et al. 2007; Maurin et al. 2014).
Recently, to account for the high-energy break, broken power-
laws were proposed (Donato & Serpico 2011; Lavalle 2011;
Aguilar et al. 2015a). Whereas these parametrisations are flex-
ible enough to describe the smooth behaviour above tens of
GeV/n energies, the low-energy behaviour governed by a βa term
(in front of the power-law) does not offer enough freedom to fit
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the log-parabola-shaped TOA flux. We find that pure and bro-
ken power laws in rigidity, kinetic energy, and total energy (i)
give poor fits to the data for all parametrisations (χ2/d.o.f. ∼
1.6−1.8); (ii) do not allow assessing the relative merit of the dif-
ferent parametrisations, which complicates the task of providing
a statistically meaningful description of the IS fluxes and their
uncertainties.

To solve these problems, we used a spline function, which
gives an excellent fit of the TOA data (χ2/d.o.f. . 1, see below)
and also encompasses all the above parametrisations. A spline
is a piecewise function defined by polynomials connecting at
knots. The order of the spline is related to the highest order n
of the polynomial used, and smoothness is guaranteed by the
fact that continuity of the spline and its n − 1 derivatives are im-
posed. Here, we used a cubic spline (n = 3) in x = log(R) and
y = log(JIS), with R = pc/Ze the rigidity in GV. The y-values
(flux) are the free parameters of the fit, while the number of
knots N and their x-position (rigidity) have to be set carefully
to describe the shape of the data correctly. No structures are ex-
pected at low energy in the IS fluxes, therefore a small num-
ber of knots is enough to reproduce the smooth shape. Several
knots are needed at and around the high-energy break position
(Aguilar et al. 2015a) to be able to match the structure. We find
that at least six knots from 1 GV to 800 GV are necessary to
provide a good description of the IS fluxes. The positions of the
knots are the same for both H and He and are taken to be

{R0, . . . , R5} = {1, 7, 50, 100, 400, 800} GV. (3)

As a sanity check, we added at random x-positions additional
knots and repeated the fitting analysis (described below). No
difference in the best-fit spectrum being observed, we conclude
that the six-knot third-order spline function provides a non-
parametric determination of the IS fluxes.

2.4. Data selection

We retrieved TOA CR data for H and He from the cosmic-
ray data base CRDB3 (Maurin et al. 2014). In principle, all
the data should be used in the analysis. However, inconsisten-
cies between different measurements are common, especially
for the oldest datasets. To identify and then reject these in-
consistent datasets, we performed a χ2 minimisation on all p
data, see Eq. (1), for which we relied on the Minuit minimi-
sation package (James 1994) from the Root CERN libraries4

(Brun & Rademakers 1997). For each dataset, we then calcu-
lated an a posteriori distance between the data and the globally
determined best-fit TOA flux for this set:

χ2
exp =

∑Ek

(
JTOA(JIS,best

p , φbest
exp ) − datak

)2

σ2
k

 /ndata. (4)

We then excluded all data with χ2
exp < 2. Strictly speaking, this

quantity is just a distance and has no statistical bearing, but it
nevertheless gives a good estimate of the goodness of fit of each
dataset (see the values obtained in Table 1). This procedure ac-
counts for modulation effects, hence allows checking the TOA
data consistency over their full energy range.

In practice, the procedure must be repeated several times
because χ2

exp values are modified each time non-compatible
datasets are removed, as shown in Table 1. Surprisingly, the

3 http://lpsc.in2p3.fr/crdb
4 https://root.cern.ch

Table 1. List of proton and helium data tested and rejected (italics) for
the analysis.

Experiment (date) χ2
exp(p) χ2

exp(He)
all→ cut all→ cut

AMS-01 (1998) 0.38→ 0.37 7.6
AMS-02 (2011−2013) 1.4 → 1.2 0.71→ 0.66
BESS93 (1993) 2.9 2.5
BESS97 (1997) 0.12→ 0.11 0.44→ 0.44
BESS98 (1998) 0.45→ 0.43 0.64→ 0.65
BESS99 (1999) 0.24→ 0.23 0.44→ 0.44
BESS00 (2000) 1.1 → 1.0 0.83→ 0.82
BESS-TEV (2002) 4.5 0.73
BESS-POLARI (2004) 1.5 → 1.6 1.1 → 1.1
BESS-POLARII (2007) 1.6 → 1.5 0.46→ 0.49
CAPRICE98 (1998) 6.9 . . .
IMAX92 (1992) 2.6 2.0
PAMELA (2006−2008) 0.27→ 0.26 4.5
PAMELA (2006/11) 0.34→ 0.35 . . .
PAMELA (2007/11) 0.28→ 0.29 . . .
PAMELA (2008/11) 0.22→ 0.24 . . .
PAMELA (2009/12) 0.09→ 0.09 . . .

Notes. The left column provides the name and date of the experiments;
the second column gives (i) χ2

exp value (see Eq. (4)) for proton fits using
all the available data listed in this table and (ii) the same quantity, but
only data for which the previous fit gives χ2

exp(p) ≤ 2; the third column is
for χ2

exp(He) values, the cut sample now demanding that both χ2
exp(p) ≤ 2

and χ2
exp(He) ≤ 2.

References. References for the data are AMS (Alcaraz et al. 2000;
Aguilar et al. 2015a,b), BESS (Wang et al. 2002; Shikaze et al. 2007;
Abe et al. 2016), CAPRICE (Boezio et al. 2003), IMAX (Menn et al.
2000), PAMELA (Adriani et al. 2011, 2013a).

AMS-01 and PAMELA (2006−2008) He data do not pass the
cut. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, which represents (symbols) the
ratio between the best-fit model (JIS

best modulated by the associ-
ated φbest) to TOA data. For good data, this ratio is mostly con-
tained in the data error bars (solid and dashed lines for p and
He, respectively). AMS-01 He data (empty red circles in top-left
panel) are an illustration of rejected data. We note that inconsis-
tencies in the data at low energy may be indicative of a failure
of the simple force-field approximation we used and not of un-
derestimated systematics in the data, for instance. More realistic
modulation models will be investigated in a forthcoming study.
However, Fig. 1 shows for the very case of AMS-01 He data
that the inconsistency with other datasets is not related to solar
modulation as differences are at high energy.

From comparing the results from one experiment to another,
we see no clear trend for a systematic bias towards lower or
higher values of the fluxes. The only case for which a pattern in
the energy dependence is observed is for the various PAMELA
data because they come from the same experimental setup and
same analyses. This is not seen for BESS experiments, the con-
figuration of which slightly changes between different flights.

We underline that neither Table 1 nor Fig. 1 show all the data
rejected by the analysis. Moreover, some data were not consid-
ered for the MCMC analysis of Sect. 3 for the following reasons:

– At low energy (.GeV/n): several low-energy datasets passed
the cut (several sets for ISEE-MEH, Kroeger 1986, and Voy-
ager, Webber & Yushak 1983), but as they have no effect on
the result (as checked from the χ2 minimisation analysis), we
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Fig. 1. Ratio of the best-fit model for p (filled black circles) and He (empty red circles) to data for the experiments passing our selection (see
Table 1). The solid blue (dashed red) lines correspond to the uncertainties (statistical and systematics combined) on the p (He) measurements. We
note that the AMS-01 (top left panel) and PAMELA (2006−2008) He data (red empty circles; left panel, third row) are excluded based on their
χ2 value (see Table 1) and are shown for illustration only.

discarded them to avoid increasing the number of parameters
(and runtime) in the MCMC analysis.

– At intermediate energy: several datasets have a limited en-
ergy range with large error bars, hence no effect on the fit.
For the same reason as above, they were not considered in
the MCMC analysis.

– At high energy (&10 TeV/n): we recall that these data are not
sensitive to solar modulation, but they determine the high-
energy IS flux shape. We discarded them as the data are
mostly inconsistent with one another (especially for He, see
Fig. 5).

3. Markov chain Monte Carlo analysis

On these data we used a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) al-
gorithm as implemented in the GreAT package (Putze & Derome
2014) to determine the probability density functions (PDF), cor-
relations, and CIs for φ and IS flux parameters.

3.1. MCMC algorithm

The MCMC algorithm is based on the Bayes theorem that links
the multidimensional PDF of the parameters to the likelihood

function of the model and the prior on each parameter:

PDF(θ|data) ∝ L (data|θ) × P (θ) , (5)

with θ corresponding to all IS flux and solar modulation parame-
ters, and data the selected subset of experiments (see Sect. 2.4).
In the Bayesian interpretation of statistics, the function P (θ) de-
scribes our prior knowledge on each parameter, and we took here
a flat prior for all parameters. For the likelihood, with χ2 defined
in Eq. (2), we used

L (data|θ) = exp
(
−
χ2(θ, data)

2

)
·

The algorithm, based on random numbers, generates a chain
θi=1...N of N elements based on the following iterative process
(see e.g. Putze et al. 2009):

1. Randomly pick θ0 in the parameter space as the starting point
of the chain; the current point is defined as θcurrent = θ0.

2. Propose a new point θproposed from a proposition function,
here a multidimensional Gaussian, centred on θcurrent.

3. Compute the probability of θproposed

P
(
θproposed

)
= L

(
data|θproposed

)
× P

(
θproposed

)
,
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Fig. 2. PDF (diagonal) and 2D correlations (off-diagonal) plots for three
selected knots y = log JIS(R) at position {R0, R1, R3} = {1 , 7 , 100} GV
and φ for three high-statistics datasets AMS-02, BESS-POLARII, and
PAMELA (2006−2008): positive correlations are observed for all low-
energy knots and datasets; knots above 100 GV show no correlation
with any other parameter (the parameter distribution only depends then
on the data uncertainties).

and apply the Metropolis-Hastings criterion (Neal 1993;
MacKay 2003): θproposed is added to the chain and becomes
the new current point θcurrent with a probability

p = min

P
(
θproposed

)
P (θcurrent)

, 1

 .
If θproposed does not pass this criterion, θcurrent is added
instead.

4. Repeat 2 until the chain has N elements.

The chain is Markovian, meaning that the sampling of θi+1 only
depends on the value θi. This implies a correlation between the
consecutive values of θ in the chain. This correlation is corrected
for by calculating the correlation length to select independent
samples of θi. A burning length is computed to estimate the num-
ber of steps needed to forget about the starting point, and these
points are removed; for more details, see Putze et al. (2009) and
Putze & Derome (2014). This procedure ensures that the mul-
tidimensional PDF of the parameters is correctly sampled. The
outputs of the MCMC algorithm are

– a natural marginalisation of the multidimensional PDF
PDF(θ|data) to access the 1D and 2D PDFs of the param-
eters, and

– a vector of the model parameters that can be straightfor-
wardly used to calculate CIs on quantities derived from the
parameters (e.g. the IS fluxes for p and He).

3.2. Results of the MCMC analysis

The marginalised PDFs for a selected subset of the IS flux and
modulation parameters are presented in Fig. 2. The PDFs for
log JIS

p and φ are close to Gaussian. The 2D PDFs show strong

f
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Fig. 3. PDF of the solar modulation level φ for the three most recent
datasets with the highest statistics. We show the results for a fit on all
selected data from Table 1, for p data alone (blue solid line), He data
alone (red dashed line), and p and He data simultaneously (black dash-
dotted line).

and expected correlations between the low-energy proton IS flux
and the solar modulation levels: an increase of the IS flux must
be balanced by an increase of the modulation level to recover
the same TOA flux. The typical .10% uncertainty on (or disper-
sion between) the data at GeV/n energies (see Fig. 1) translates
into a similar uncertainty on φ values (see Fig. 3) and on log JIS

p
at GV rigidities (see Fig. 4). At high enough energy, as shown
for the knot at R = 100 GV (third parameter in Fig. 2), the IS
flux is no longer correlated to φ. This reflects that solar modu-
lation changes become irrelevant compared to data uncertainties
(or dispersion between datasets).

As underlined in Sect. 2.2, the analysis can be performed
separatley for proton and helium data or for both simultaneously
(to probe the consistency of the derived φ values). The TOA data
uncertainties propagate to the IS flux parameters, and then to φ
values because of the correlations seen in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows
the PDF of φAMS−02 (top), φBESS−POLARII (middle), and φPAMELA
(bottom)5. The widths of the PDFs obtained in these three ex-
amples are representative of the width obtained for less accu-
rate or lower-statistics experiments, indicating that the TOA data
dispersion (between different experiments) dominates the TOA
data uncertainties. We observe (at 1σ) typically ∆φp ≈ ±10 MV
for the p-only analysis and ∆φHe ≈ ±30 MV for both the He-
only and p and He simultaneous analyses. The larger uncertainty
for He is the result of a larger scatter in He data than in p data
(He data uncertainties are similar to proton uncertainties, see in

5 We recall that PAMELA (2006−2008) He data did not pass the se-
lection criterion (Table 1), hence the corresponding result for He only
is not reported in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.
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Table 2. φ values obtained with the MCMC analysis for each experi-
ment.

Experiment (date) φ [MV]
AMS-01 (1998) 554+31

−26
AMS-02 (2011−2013) 724+31

−23
BESS97 (1997) 511+28

−22
BESS98 (1998) 606+31

−22
BESS99 (1999) 687+29

−23
BESS00 (2000) 1309+32

−29
BESS-POLARI (2004) 776+30

−22
BESS-POLARII (2007) 527+29

−22
PAMELA (2006−2008) 544+30

−23
PAMELA (2006/11) 580+27

−21
PAMELA (2007/11) 505+25

−20
PAMELA (2008/11) 472+26

−19
PAMELA (2009/12) 409+23

−18

Notes. The solar modulation is given as the median value computed
from the PDF obtained fitting simultaneously p and He (see Fig 3). The
errors correspond to a 68% CI around the median value. The isotopic
contamination from 2H and 4He in the data leads to an estimated bias
(overshoot) of ∆φ ≈ 30 MV (see Appendix A.1).

Fig. 1), which is explained by the fact that He is less abundant
and more difficult to measure. The central value for the φp+He
analysis is in between φp and φHe. We note that for the dataset
where only p data are available (e.g. PAMELA, bottom panel),
the PDF obtained for the p and He simultaneous analysis is also
wider than for the p-only analysis because of the correlations
between the parameters. Table 2 gathers the median and 68% CI
on the modulation level φ for the experiments selected in this
analysis.

More important from Fig. 3 is the fact that the φp and φHe
values are not compatible at the 3σ level. This could be an indi-
cation that the force-field approximation is rejected by the data.
However, first, the best χ2

best/d.o.f. values for the best-fit mod-
els found in the MCMC chains are 0.26 and 0.71 for these two
analyses, possibly indicating an underestimation of the data un-
certainties. For comparison, the p and He simultaneous analysis
gives a very good fit with χ2

best/d.o.f. = 1.02. Second, as shown
in Appendix A.1 on simulated data, the isotopic contamination
of 2H and 3He leads to biased φ values, with an overshoot larger
by typically ∼50 MV for φHe than for φp. This allows us to rec-
oncile the results of the p-only and He-only analyses. To reduce
and eventually eliminate this bias, high-precision data (e.g. from
AMS-02) are desired.

3.3. Credible intervals (CI) on JIS

For each point θ in the MCMC chain, we can compute the as-
sociated p and He IS fluxes at any energy. For each of these
energies, we thus have a distribution of values from which we
can calculate the PDF and CI; for rigidity values correspond-
ing to the spline knots, the IS flux PDF at that point is directly
the PDF from the MCMC analysis (see Fig. 2). In Fig. 4 the
top panel shows in various shades of blue (p) and red (He) the
68%, 95%, and 99% CI on the IS flux (from the p+He simul-
taneous analysis). The middle panel shows the 68% contours
divided by the median flux to emphasise the uncertainties: we
have ∆J/J . 10% at GeV/n, ∆J/J . 5% above 1 TeV/n, and
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Fig. 4. Proton (blue) and helium (red) IS fluxes obtained from the var-
ious MCMC analyses. Top panel a): 68%, 95%, and 99% CIs (from
darker to lighter shade) from the p+He analysis. The fluxes are multi-
plied by E2

k/n for illustration purposes. Middle panel b): 68% CI uncer-
tainties for the p+He fluxes. Bottom panel c): comparison of the p-only
and He-only analyses to the p+He analysis. The solid lines correspond
to the ratio of the median fluxes, the dash-dotted and dashed lines are
for the 68% CIs.

∆J/J . 2% in between. The uncertainties for p and He are of the
same order of magnitude. The bottom panel shows a comparison
of the p-only and He-only analyses to the p+He simultaneous
analysis (ratio of the median and 68% contour to the median
p+He flux). The median flux for p is unchanged, and the p-only
analysis leads to smaller uncertainties (compare the blue curves
in panels b and c). The He fluxes are more sensitive to the anal-
ysis chosen, but they are compatible within their 95% CIs (not
shown). This last panel illustrates the fact that the fit is driven by
p data, so that the p+He combined analysis only affects He. As
for the modulation parameters (see Sect. 3.2), it also illustrates
the effect of correlations in the determination of the IS flux pa-
rameters because the p+He simultaneous analysis enlarges the
uncertainties on the proton IS flux.

3.4. Comparison with other determinations

The top panel of Fig. 5 shows comparisons with

– a proton flux estimate from nearby giant molecular clouds
in the Gould Belt. These fluxes are derived from γ-ray
data, assuming that the interactions of CR with the ambi-
ent gas are fully responsible for the Fermi-LAT-observed
fluxes (Yang et al. 2014). We find a very good match for the
highest-emitting clouds (Orion A and Perseus OB2). Yang
and collaborators compared their fluxes to the modulated
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but compared to other direct or indirect IS flux
determinations. Top panel a): green (Orion A) and grey (Perseus OB2)
dashed areas are γ-ray derived limits from local giant molecular clouds
using Fermi-LAT data (Yang et al. 2014); symbols are for low-energy
Voyager 1 measurements (Stone et al. 2013) and high-energy data. Bot-
tom panel b): thick lines are from the 68% CI of this analysis; shaded
areas correspond to the 68%CI from a likelihood analysis of Fermi-
LAT γ-ray emissivity, and PAMELA (2006−2008) plus AMS-01 (1998)
p+He+e++e− analysis (Casandjian 2015); chained lines are from a χ2-
minimisation analysis of BESS data (Shikaze et al. 2007).

PAMELA data (their Figs. 5 and 6) and found an excess be-
low 10 GeV/n, which might be interpreted as CR that are
locally accelerated inside the cloud; when we compare this
to our IS flux instead, this turns into a deficit for most of the
clouds that might be explained by increased energy losses
and destruction of CRs in the clouds.

– For the sake of completeness, we also compared our
high-energy extrapolation (above the vertical arrow) to
high-energy data that were not included in the fit:
ATIC (Panov et al. 2009), CREAM-I (Yoon et al. 2011),
JACEE (Asakimori et al. 1998), MUBEE (Zatsepin et al.
1993), PAMELA-CALO (Adriani et al. 2013c), RICH-II
(Diehl et al. 2003), RUNJOB (Derbina et al. 2005), and
SOKOL (Ivanenko et al. 1993). Given the discrepancies be-
tween the datasets, our extrapolation is a fair estimate of the
IS flux at these high energies.

The bottom panel of Fig. 5 shows the ratio of various parametri-
sations of IS fluxes to our best-fit result, compared to the 68%
CIs on our IS fluxes (dashed and dash-dotted lines):

– the best-fit and (shaded) contours of Casandjian (2015)
were derived with a likelihood analysis based on PAMELA
(2006−2008) and AMS-01 (1998) data (considering p, He,

but also e+ and e−), plus the use of Fermi-LAT data on γ-ray
emissivities. Overall, using more recent and more data yields
smaller CIs. At high energies, the two results are not consis-
tent within their 68% CIs. At low energy, our smaller error
bars may result from the use of a more flexible parametrisa-
tion (spline) than is the pure power-law used in Casandjian
(2015).

– The best-fit fluxes (solid lines) of Shikaze et al. (2007) result
from a fit to all BESS data in which the authors relied on
a pure power-law. The high-energy feature is caused by the
break in our parametrisation. In the energy range where both
their fit and ours are not extrapolated, the largest difference
between the two p parametrisations is ∼30% at 100 GeV/n,
with their He flux systematically lower than ours.

3.5. IS flux parametrisation with and without Voyager data

It is also interesting to compare our flux derived from TOA-only
data to the Voyager 1 data (Stone et al. 2013). The latter are be-
lieved to provide a direct measurement of the local IS (LIS) flux
outside the solar cavity. However, the possibility of a small ra-
dial gradient in the outer heliosheath over hundreds of AU re-
mains (Scherer et al. 2011; Kóta & Jokipii 2014). This must be
balanced by indirect arguments (Lallement et al. 2014) and sim-
ulation of this region (Guo & Florinski 2014; Luo et al. 2015;
Zhang et al. 2015) that support the hypothesis that Voyager has
indeed reached the LIS.

To test the consequences of the two above alternatives, we
added Voyager data (open circles in Fig. 5) to the analysis. We
then compared the results for the modulation values and IS fluxes
obtained with and without Voyager data, either letting φVoyager be
a free parameter or enforcing it to be zero. In the former case, the
best-fit with Voyager data is φVoyager = 65 MV, without a modifi-
cation of the IS fluxes. Conversely, if Voyager data are interstel-
lar, we must enforce φVoyager = 0: in that case, we observe (i) a
decrease of ∼62 MV on φ values for all other experiments; (ii) a
worsened χ2/d.o.f. = 1.27; and (iii) a lower best-fit IS flux at low
energy (see long-dashed curves in Fig. 5). We did not repeat the
MCMC analysis because the (very small) Voyager uncertainties
(Stone et al. 2013) certainly do not include all the systematics.

Given the important role played by the H and He IS fluxes,
we provide a simple implementation of our IS fluxes as a mix-
ture of a log-polynomial and power-law extrapolation (spectral
index c̃1):

log10(JIS) =


∑12

i=0 ci ×
( log10(Ek)

log10(800 GeV/n)

)i
if Ek/n < 800 GeV/n;

c̃0 − c̃1

( log10(Ek/n)
log10(800 GeV/n)

)
otherwise.

(6)

Table 3 provides all theses coefficients for two cases (both ob-
tained from the p+He simultaneous analysis):

– the first five columns provide coefficients for the median and
CIs from the MCMC analysis (without Voyager data), to be
considered as a high estimate of the H and He IS fluxes (not
valid below 400 MeV/n), and

– the last column provides the best-fit including Voyager data
(with φVoyager = 0), to be considered as a low estimate of the
IS H and He fluxes.

4. Conclusion

We have revisited the determination of IS fluxes and solar mod-
ulation parameters from TOA data alone. We took advantage
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Table 3. Coefficients for H (top) and He (bottom) IS fluxes as parametrised by Eq. (6).

CR Coeffs. MCMC analysis (without Voyager data) With Voyager
Jmedian

IS J+1σ
IS J+2σ

IS J−1σ
IS J−2σ

IS Jbest−fit
IS

H

c0 3.6088e+00 3.6427e+00 3.6753e+00 3.5824e+00 3.5626e+00 3.4617e+00
c1 −5.1249e+00 −5.2323e+00 −5.3431e+00 −5.0351e+00 −4.9695e+00 −4.1310e+00
c2 −3.1517e+00 −3.1232e+00 −3.0871e+00 −3.1816e+00 −3.2058e+00 −4.6403e+00
c3 −1.9668e+00 −1.8281e+00 −1.6663e+00 −2.1007e+00 −2.1897e+00 −1.4058e+00
c4 2.4595e+00 2.4752e+00 2.4718e+00 2.4542e+00 2.4545e+00 −4.7537e+00
c5 1.8051e+00 1.6870e+00 1.5352e+00 1.9485e+00 2.0266e+00 8.5077e+00
c6 −5.5338e−01 −5.6684e−01 −5.6738e−01 −5.4072e−01 −5.3201e−01 3.2637e+01
c7 2.3487e−01 2.0121e−01 1.6796e−01 2.3858e−01 2.6123e−01 −2.8383e+01
c8 −1.2658e+00 −1.2431e+00 −1.2024e+00 −1.2894e+00 −1.3050e+00 −5.8203e+01
c9 −2.1496e−01 −1.9996e−01 −1.8115e−01 −2.4841e−01 −2.5915e−01 4.8129e+01
c10 −5.9272e−01 −5.6908e−01 −5.4286e−01 −6.0271e−01 −6.2241e−01 3.3946e+01
c11 2.9974e−01 3.0871e−01 3.0692e−01 2.9706e−01 2.8423e−01 −2.9586e+01
c12 6.6289e−01 6.5647e−01 6.4893e−01 6.6907e−01 6.7734e−01 6.1683e−01
c̃0 −3.7996e+00 −3.7905e+00 −3.7836e+00 −3.8090e+00 −3.8169e+00 −3.7995e+00
c̃1 2.7040e+00 2.6737e+00 2.6415e+00 2.7354e+00 2.7718e+00 2.7040e+00

He

c0 2.3742e+00 2.3953e+00 2.4147e+00 2.3583e+00 2.3461e+00 2.2784e+00
c1 −5.3456e+00 −5.4355e+00 −5.5227e+00 −5.2749e+00 −5.2210e+00 −4.5726e+00
c2 −2.9866e+00 −2.9022e+00 −2.8139e+00 −3.0600e+00 −3.1233e+00 −4.8650e+00
c3 −1.3773e+00 −1.2677e+00 −1.1418e+00 −1.4715e+00 −1.5316e+00 3.9567e−01
c4 2.4858e+00 2.3740e+00 2.2262e+00 2.5976e+00 2.6921e+00 −1.1578e+00
c5 1.3122e+00 1.2090e+00 1.0749e+00 1.4155e+00 1.4734e+00 4.9893e+00
c6 −5.5501e−01 −5.0560e−01 −4.1371e−01 −6.2188e−01 −6.6670e−01 1.6511e+01
c7 1.2550e−01 1.1578e−01 1.0941e−01 1.2485e−01 1.2104e−01 −2.0521e+01
c8 −1.1544e+00 −1.0715e+00 −9.6435e−01 −1.2320e+00 −1.2943e+00 −2.8367e+01
c9 −1.7496e−01 −1.6825e−01 −1.6336e−01 −1.8303e−01 −1.8847e−01 3.1850e+01
c10 −5.4768e−01 −5.2429e−01 −5.0422e−01 −5.6130e−01 −5.7343e−01 1.5000e+01
c11 2.5321e−01 2.0779e−01 1.4605e−01 2.9555e−01 3.3392e−01 −1.7083e+01
c12 6.6468e−01 6.5963e−01 6.5218e−01 6.7276e−01 6.7868e−01 6.0486e−01
c̃0 −4.9263e+00 −4.9129e+00 −4.9009e+00 −4.9400e+00 −4.9540e+00 −4.9261e+00
c̃1 2.7141e+00 2.6910e+00 2.6653e+00 2.7448e+00 2.7693e+00 2.7140e+00

Notes. The parameters c11 and c̃0 are combinations of the other parameters. The continuity of the function and its first derivative at 800 GeV/n
enforces c12 = 1

12

(∑11
i=1 i × ci + c̃1

(
log10(800)

)2
)

and c̃0 =
∑11

i=0 ci. The first five columns correspond to the median and 1 and 2σ CIs of the MCMC
analysis (valid above 400 MeV/n). The last column corresponds to the best-fit fluxes when accounting for Voyager data (valid to lowest energy
Voyager data).

of recent high-statistics experiments (AMS-02, BESS-Polar,
PAMELA), we relied on a non-parametric fit of the IS fluxes
(based on spline functions), and we used an MCMC to extract
the PDF, CIs, and the correlation between the sought parame-
ters. A preliminary step of the analysis was a consistency check
that allowed rejecting some of the data. With the remaining data,
we obtained reliable constraints on the p and He IS fluxes in the
region of GeV/n to several hundreds of TeV/n. These fluxes are
very important for many applications in the literature (ISM ion-
isation, CR secondary production, etc.), therefore we provide in
Table 3 ready-to use parametrisations based on our best-fit and
IS flux contours with and without Voyager data.

Correlations between IS flux parameters and solar modula-
tion parameters were found to be important to estimate all the
CIs properly. We studied p and He separately or simultane-
ously to check the consistency of the modulation (most exper-
iments measured p and He data during the same period). Al-
though the preferred φ values are slightly different in the sepa-
rate analyses, the simultaneous p+He analysis gives a very good
fit (χ2/d.o.f. =1.02) to all the data, with a 1σ uncertainty of
30 MV. As in many previous studies, H and He data are assim-
ilated to pure 1H and 4He. However, we have shown that the
presence of 2H and 3He leads to a ∼30 MV positive bias in the

p+He analysis, which is already similar to the systematic un-
certainty. The bias is dominated by the presence of 3He in He
(∼50 MV bias in the He-only analysis), therefore this contami-
nation needs to be accounted for in future studies.

From the data we conclude that the simple force-field ap-
proximation is effective in providing a good description (within
the uncertainties) of the modulated p and He fluxes at Earth. The
situation may change because AMS-02 data have the capability
and the statistics to provide monthly, weekly, or even daily av-
erage fluxes. This could be used to check the limitation of the
force-field (or more evolved models, e.g. Corti et al. 2015 and
Cholis et al. 2016) over a full solar modulation cycle, in partic-
ular during a solar polarity change. Adding more species to the
analysis, for example, e+ and e− (Casadei & Bindi 2004), or even
antiprotons, is the obvious next step to proceed with characteris-
ing IS CR fluxes and the solar modulation.
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Note added in proof. During the completion of this work, we
became aware of a related study by Corti, Bindi, Consolandi and
Whitman (Corti et al. 2015). It focuses on the IS proton flux and
explores a modulation model beyond the force-field approxima-
tion. The data sets and methods both differ from those of our
study, making the two analyses complementary. A comparison
of their proton IS flux (obtained with the energy-dependent
solar modulation parameter) and ours (obtained in the force-
field approximation) shows a very good agreement in the range
4 GV−1 TeV, but with different uncertainties.
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Appendix A: Systematics on φ determination

A.1. Effect of deuteron (3He) contamination of H (He) in φ
determination

Cosmic-ray experiments rarely achieve isotopic separation, even
at low energy. Because solar modulation affects isotopes differ-
ently, see Eq. (1), the deuteron contamination of a few percent
in H or the ∼20% 3He contamination in He that peaks at GeV/n
energy (e.g. Coste et al. 2012) must be accounted for.

To test the effect of isotopic contamination on the modulation
levels, we proceeded in three steps:

1. We estimated the interstellar fluxes for 2H and 3He running
the same analysis as for p and He data (see Sect. 2), that is:

– we retrieved 2H and 3He TOA data from
CRDB (Maurin et al. 2014),

– for the IS flux determination, only three knots for
deuterons at {0.8, 3, 7} GV and two knots for 3He at
{0.6, 2} GV are necessary, and

– the data passing the selection cut are ISEE (Kroeger
1986), CAPRICE (Boezio et al. 1999; Papini et al.
2004), IMAX (de Nolfo et al. 2000), AMS-01
(Aguilar et al. 2002, 2011), and PAMELA (Adriani et al.
2013b). The minimisation on these data provides the
best-fit IS fluxes for 2H and 3He.

2. For each p and He TOA data set, we simulated data based on
the IS fluxes obtained from our analysis. The data points of
each data set reflect the uncertainties of the experiment they
comes from. Assuming that the above 2H and 3He IS fluxes
are perfectly known, we modulated JH − J

2H and JHe − J
3He

with the corresponding solar modulation levels in Table 2.
3. We then repeated the fit and compared the obtained φ to those

in Table 2. We observe a systematic deficit for all modulation
levels at the level of ∆φ ∈ [24−33] MV for the p +He simul-
taneous analysis, and ∆φ ∈ [53−74] MV for the He-only
analysis.

We conclude that the presence of 2H and 3He (in H and He
data, respectively) induces a non-negligible bias of ∼30 MV

in the determination of φ, which is to be compared to the ∆φ ∼
±30 MV systematic uncertainty from the MCMC analysis (see
Fig. 3). This bias is larger ∼65 MV for the He-only analysis, but
smaller for the p-only analysis, providing a way to reconcile the
discrepant values obtained in Fig. 3.

A.2. Effect of TOA flux long-time average on 〈φ〉
determination

PAMELA (2006−2008) and AMS-02 data are time averages
over three years of the TOA fluxes. Assuming that the IS flux
is perfectly known (taken to be the best-fit flux obtained in this
paper), we compared two different calculations of the modula-
tion value (all brackets below correspond to time averages):

– φ〈JTOA〉 calculated from the TOA flux 〈JTOA〉 obtained over a
given data-taking period (e.g. the above-mentioned AMS-02
data), and

– 〈φJTOA〉 calculated from the average of all modulation lev-
els associated with JTOA sampled over the whole data-taking
period.

Solar modulation does not linearly transform IS fluxes, therefore
there is no reason for these two quantities to be equal. To esti-
mate the effect of using one or the other approach, we proceeded
as follows:

1. We used neutron monitor data to sample a realistic φi time
series over the AMS-02 data-taking period,

2. we calculated for each time of the series the associated JTOA
i ,

3. we calculated 〈φ〉 =
∑

i φi/N and 〈JTOA〉 =
∑

i JTOA
i /N, and

4. we calculated φ〈JTOA〉 fitting 〈JTOA〉 using AMS-02 errors.

We find that 〈JTOA(φi)〉 is within a few percent of JTOA(〈φi〉),
whereas 〈φ〉 and φ〈JTOA〉 differ by 5 MV. To generalise this result,
different three-year time periods were tested to probe the effect
of stronger or different solar activity levels; the ∼5 MV differ-
ence remains. This is negligible compared to ∆φ ∼ ±30 MV
obtained in Fig. 3.
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